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The Yearly CHI CHI Cycle

In addition to the Daily moods, the EARTHSONG calendar shows the Chi Chi circuits. There are 24 Chi Chi
vibrations lasting about 15 days. The sounds produced by these frequencies are those of the Alphabet and they
vibrate the 24 organs in that same order. Two organs have 2 sounds, which explains why there are 26 letters in
the alphabet. The Chi Chi are concurrent with the Sun passing through the 12 starsigns of the Zodiac and there
are 2 per starsign. There are 365.25 days in a year. Some Chi Chi last for 16 days, and some for 14 days. The
2008-2009 cycle, which started at exactly 0000 hrs on the 21st of June has 13 Chi Chi of 15 days, 8 of 16 days
and 3 of 14 days duration. Each Chi Chi frequency connects with a space in 4 left eye circuits. The circuits are
activated 6 times per day coinciding with the Daily moods.
The above picture of the Chi Chi ring, shows the points in the body for each Chi Chi mood. The Unison points
are the same as those for the eyes. The Unison
and the Hara spaces are both part of the organ’s Chi Chi
circuit with the Hara points on the arms. The Mind
and the Heart
circles are also in alphabetical order, but
the Mind circle has moved 4 Chi Chi anticlockwise and the Heart circle has rotated 10 Chi Chi anti-clockwise.
The matrix of the 4 left eye bioelectrical circuits which generates the Cerebellum Chi Chi circuit is shown in the
centre of the above picture as an example. The location of the spaces in the left eye are shown next to that. The
matrices for each Chi Chi circuit are shown in the TIBETAN ALPHABET on this web site.

